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ABSTRACT:  

This white paper report reviews and investigates the problem of food wastage at the 
student’s mess of National Institute of Design, Gandhinagar. It discusses if this issue 
could be tackled/ decelerated by altering human behaviour in the decision making 
environment using design interventions and various behaviour tools like token 
economics, Nudge theory, feedback and in specific, choice architecture. This report 
is primarily bases on and reviews the paper, “Choice architecture as a means to 
change eating behaviour in self-serving settings: a systematic review” by 
International Association for the study of obesity. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT:  

To integrate various behaviour tools and design interventions, altering the student’s 
approach to address the problem of food wastage in the students mess of NID, 
Gandhinagar. 


BACKGROUND: 

The rate of food wastage in the students mess of NID, Gandhinagar is increasing 
and the volume piles upto an average 12- 15 kgs per day. There were multiple  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reasons detected for the same. Most of these related to the over consumption and 
the portion of the food served. 


Tradition approaches were taken towards analysing the problem and deploying the 
appropriate behaviour change tools. The solutions mostly focus on the environment 
changes rather than bringing about a human behaviour change on an individual 
level. 


The learnings of the module of Human Behaviour were exercised to address the 
problem. Choice architecture came across as one of the most effective tools, 
followed by Nudge and feedback.


THEORITICAL:  

The general approach taken to change the human behaviour has focused on 
influencing individuals rather than on the environment in which an individual makes 
the decision.  Through many online research and studies it was found that focusing 
on the environment impacts our behaviour in reflective, cognitive, dietary and 
physical domains. Therefore, trying to bring about a change to achieve desired 
results tends to fail at an individual level. 
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In this study, it was assumed that food wastage can be reduced by changing the 
way student’s decide in the mess while self- serving food. The possible biases that 
act in favour of one wasting food were studied and based on that potential 
behaviour tools were decided. Out of the many, a couple of them were tested in the 
real environment. Majority of the study was theoretical and spanned over a week. 


On data collection over a week, it was found that:


• Average volume of the food wastage per day- 12 kgs 


• Most wastage during: Lunch 


• Least wastage during: Breakfast 


• Most wastage on the days when there is Chinese food and South Indian meals. 


Why is there food wastage?  

During the research it was found that multiple factors act in favour of the food 
wastage.  Primarily, (i) Lazy attitude towards second servings, (ii) Large size of the 
cutlery, (iii) Hot state, (iv) Taste and time factor. 
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(i) Lazy attitude towards second serving: It was found on questioning and 
observing that most of the students filled their plates with food because they 
didn’t want to get up again and again to refill their plates. In this situation, one 
tends to make wrong assumption and take more food that one can eat which 
first results in over consumption and then wastage.  

(ii) Size of the cutlery: The current serving plats are huge and have 5 sections. In 
this scenario, student’s have a tendency to take extra food to fill those sections. 
Which also results in the over consumption and wastage of food. Some plates 
also weigh extremely light and with small portions of food don’t give a sense of  
fulfilment to the students. Also, the serving spoons are bigger than required 
which also add to the issue of over loading the plates.  

(iii) Hot state: When the students approach their meals, especially lunch, they are 
considered to be in a ‘hot state’. Hot state is an example of a thinking trap 
where high levels of emotion can affect the rational process of making a 
decision.  The factors in this situation that contribute to this state are hunger 
and shortage of time. Most students run late for the class and end up missing 
their breakfast. By the time lunch break approaches they are completely empty 
stomach and hungry. In this situation they irrationally end up over loading with 
large portion as they fail to judge their hunger and eventually end up throwing 
food. Also, the long queues and the lunch time window pushes them towards 
serving large portions in one go than breaking them down to multiple servings 
based on the real hunger and needs.  

(iv) Taste and time: Similar to the hot state issue, students serve themselves the 
food first and then taste because they are always in a rush to sit and finish the 
food. This leads to wastage. 


 
In this case, carrying out the research was relatively easy because of the 
heterogeneity of the student group. They showed similar patterns and behaviour in 
the mess. 
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During the study it was also found that these behaviour are trigged by certain 
biases. The main basis that contribute to this issue are as follows. 


• Functional fixedness: The way we use the thaali, we tend to fill all the 
compartments  because that is how it is traditionally used. 


• Hot/ Cold state: As described earlier in this document the state in which emotions 
bar rational thinking. 


• Ostrich effect: The tendency to overlook wastage. 


There was another bias that was found which has been unaccounted for online. It 
was a bias that was driven by the fact that one has paid their money for the food 
and can serve themselves as many times as they please and also waste. 


Another bias was the gap between what we know and what we do. Everyone knows 
that wasting food is not a good habit but, we still go ahead and do that. Habituation 
also contributes to this. 
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With an assumption that bringing a behaviour change could solve the problem of 
food wastage the, following tools were chosen for the same;


• Feedback: If you give timely feedback - the behaviour is more under control to be 
changed. 


Putting the food disposal bucket on a weighing scale.


When the students throw food, they will immediately see a rise in the scale and 
know how much they have contributed to this. 





Another way could 
be of setting a limit 
of disposal per meal. 


Once the limit is 
crossed, there can 
be a siren that rings 
to alert the students 
that their allowed  
waste disposal limit 
is met and they need 
to be careful.
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• Choice Architecture:  It is the design of different ways in which choices can be 
presented to consumers, and the impact of that presentation on consumer 
decision-making.





This is an attempt to work around 
the choice architecture and also on 
some level calm the hot state of the 
consumer. 


People feel extremely hungry and 
end up overloading their plates. 


Moving the drinks/ soup near the plate collection counter would encourage 
students to have them first.


Placing drinking water at the beginning could also promote more water intake (hot 
state can be calmed to cool state) thus, resulting is less consumption and wastage. 


While would result in feeling full and reduction in mindless consumption. Ultimately 
reducing the waste.
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• Nudge: It is a concept in behavioural science, political theory and behavioural 
economics which proposes positive reinforcement and indirect suggestions as 
ways to influence the behaviour and decision making of groups or individuals.





 It was proposed that reducing the size 
of plates and the sections could result 
in reduction of the mindless food 
consumption. Furthermore, resulting in 
reduction of waste. 


Small placards on the table could be 
used to subtly remind about the 
privilege and the food wastage. These 
could also be placed at the buffet 
counters. 


Apart from these broad tools, other smaller attempts that could possibly work 
towards this aim are mentioning the nutrition value of the food and the right 
requirement of the food needed by the body. 


Adding another small meal around the evening could calm the hot state before 
dinner as the students will feel relatively filled and also probably be in the cold state 
and consume rationally. This can also be used to promote healthy snacking and 
better health. 


Incentives could also be introduced to the students for not wasting food, apart from 
surveillance.  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PRACTICAL/ EXPERIMENT: 

To test a couple of theories a small experiment was carried out in the mess of NID, 
Gandhinagar over a day. 


To test nudge theory, small placards asking to reduce food wastage were placed on 
the table and a clean plate challenge was put into effect. Student’s who had clean 
plates at the end of their dinner were asked to put the coupons back in a bowl 
placed at the entrance of the mess. A mail regarding the same was floated on the 
student’s college email group. 


That night’s dinner saw a reduction in the wastage by 40%. However, this method is 
merely promotional and would not be effective in the longer run. There is an 
extremely high chance of people getting habituation these placards on the table. 
More research is needed on this front. 
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However, according to studies it is certain that reduction in the size of the cutlery 
results in 30% less wastage on an average.  

CONCLUSION: 

Bases on the theoretical data and experiment it is possible to influence students 
behaviour towards reducing the wastage. Reducing the consumption volume in the 
self serving set up like the students mess at NID, Gandhinagar were mainly 
successful in further reducing wastage of food. 


These interventions aimed at limiting the food portion instead of changing their 
choice of food and was done on an environmental level than that on an individual. 


Although the study was prone to biases the approach did help in establishing the 
things mentioned earlier clearly for further study. 


Amongst these approaches, personally, Choice architecture influences consumer’s 
behaviour towards their preference of portions of the food more susceptible to 
wastage by redesigning the consumers environment.  I would prefer this over tools 
like nudge, token economics and feedback because choice architecture would yield 
more long term results without introducing other factors, incentives, products or 
services. 
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